Beverage Butler
with stainless steel faucet

BUILT WITH PASSION OWNED WITH PRIDE

Model #: 3835

Premium Stainless Steel Beverage Butler

Fire Magic’s® high performance Stainless Steel Beverage Butler is the perfect addition
to any outdoor kitchen’s refreshment needs. Fire Magic® delivers quality and style to the
outdoor entertainment enthusiast.

Feature Highlights:
• Model #: 3835

• Cut-out Dimensions: 32½” w x 20” d x 12” h *
• All 304 Stainless Steel construction including Sink & Mixer Faucet
• Knock-out Ring can be removed from the faucet
side to install a garbage disposal
• Insulated Ice Chest with Removable Lid
• Front Beverage Caddy allows for bottle storage,
keeping them within reach at all times
• Magnetic Bottle Opener - the cap of the bottle will
stick to the magnet instead of falling to the ground
• Towel Rack below the front panel for hanging a towel
keeping the Beverage Butler clean and dry during use
• Removable Bamboo Cutting Board for slicing and
dicing, then sliding scraps directly into the sink
• Removable Condiment Trays keeps sliced fruits and
veggies cold inside the ice chest
• Drain Plugs - two drain plugs come with the unit. Use a drain plug on the ice bucket side to trap
the ice and keep your drinks cold for an extended time. The faucet side may be plugged to hold water.
* An additional cutout is required for the faucet, refer to the owner’s manual for complete specifications and requirements.
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Feature Highlights

Stainless Steel Mixer Faucet
Pull-down Mixer Faucet conveniently brings
hot and cold water to your outdoor kitchen.

Removable Bamboo Cutting Board
When it’s time to slice and dice, the Bamboo
Cutting Board fits perfectly over the sink.

Removable Condiment Trays

Towel Rack & Bottle Opener

Keep your sliced fruit & veggies cold inside
the Removable Condiment Trays that are fitted
inside the ice chest side.

The Magnetic Bottle Opener keeps bottle caps
from falling to the ground, while the Towel
Rack keeps towels handily within reach.
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